Activate Smarter
Conversion:
We’re powered by LQ Cadence
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What is LQ Cadence?
LQ Cadence is an outbound campaign application that orchestrates touchpoints across phone,
SMS, and email messages to advance prospects to the next sales stage. LQ Cadence improves
overall sales and marketing performance by reaching prospects and customers in the right
channel, at the right time to increase conversion rates by 10-25%.

Connect easily with customers

Iterate on campaigns quickly

Campaigns move from one channel to another
seamlessly. Find the right time and the right channel so
each outreach goes further. Get more leverage out of
your contact strategy by allowing your prospects to
interact in their preferred channel.

Rapidly A/B test your customer journey across
frequency, channels, and messages to identify what’s
working best. Shift campaign mix to drive additional
performance gains.

See it all in one place

Drive better outcomes

Merge outcome data from multiple channels into a
single data model. Understand how SMS impacts your
inbound call rates, or how email drives your phonebased contact rates. Use this data to drive more
sophisticated strategies that unlock new levels of
performance.

Feed contact cadence outcome data back into your lead
generation marketing campaigns to identify what topof-funnel tactics are driving bottom-of-funnel
performance. Allow your Marketing Team to doubledown on the media sources that are generating highquality leads and customers.
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How it works
LQ Cadence orchestrates the optimal customer journey to reach the right customers, at the
right time, in the right channel.

Integrate with internal systems
Everything starts with the data your company already owns. LQ Cadence integrates in real-time with your CRM.
Leads are posted to LQ Cadence to deliver a series of touchpoints and every outcome is posted directly back to
your CRM.

Orchestrate across multiple channels
LQ Cadence removes the siloes between marketing and sales teams and designs a single customer journey,
ensuring no step in your contact strategy feels out of place or poorly timed. LQ Cadence pulls from a library of
approved voice scripts, SMS and email messages for each campaign, ensuring clients deliver synchronized
messaging across channels and a consistent brand experience.
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Activate different experiences
Minute-by-minute updates give you the power to see exactly how your message is landing with specific
customers – and the ability to tweak as you go. Deliver a 1:1 engagement experience without waiting for the
next task or email blast.

Iterate on campaign sequences
Rapidly A/B test new ideas to drive on-going improvement across your sales and marketing funnel.
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Measure every action
Now you’re ready to glean those valuable insights. Our tool links to a Tableau visualization layer, which lets you
track performance metrics across every channel and every touchpoint. Evaluate the entire experience across all
channels to see what’s working and what’s not, and quickly adjust.

Leverage the power of the call
Not every call ends in a successful transfer. LQ is thrilled to pass on an interested prospect, but even if we don’t,
there is still value to be gained. Each conversation can yield valuable insight. We customize disposition codes to
your business so we can share when pricing, competitors or timing is factor. That’s the power of the no.
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How we’re different
You could spend thousands of hours—and millions of dollars—deploying your own multichannel contact capabilities. Or you can leverage ours, pay less, and get our expert
management at every step. You get Digital Economists and conversion experts in your corner
who are armed with LQ Cadence, allowing us to accelerate your sales funnel.

Take advantage of top tools
We’ve gathered the top digital tools to interpret and act on your strategy. We use Twilio to power our call
center and inbound/outbound SMS and email solution. This flexible, future-forward tool lets us fine-tune our
communication cadence to improve qualification rates. Tableau allows us visualize data and quickly identify
insights to drive additional performance. We host our entire architecture on AWS.

Customize your contact center
We’ve spent 17 years perfecting our applications that are tailored specifically for sales acceleration. Our custom
app helps you to track lead to conversion, with full contact and qualification metrics to highlight where
operational improvements must be made. Dynamic scripting allows us to manage different campaigns by
geography or by audience type, and it’s all integrated with SMS and email capabilities.

Stay secure and compliant
We continue to put data security and consumer privacy at the center of everything we do with a dedicated Data
Security and Compliance team, Soc 1 Type 2 Certification and 100% onshore resources. We have a deep
adherence to TCPA regulations, with zero (0) complaints over our 17-year history. Please don’t hesitate to reach
out to talk through the evolving regulatory landscape with LQ Digital leaders on matters specific to your
business. We welcome the call.

Let’s Drive Profitable Growth
LQ Digital is a performance marketing agency with a single
mission: acquiring your most profitable customers. Clients
choose us because we’re obsessed with economics, we have
our own proprietary data platform and we get paid on our
performance. Everyone talks about results. We’ll stand by
ours.
To learn more or get started, get in touch.
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